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QUESTION 1

Filtering is an advanced feature that allows you to control which parts of a form are sent when asubmission occurs.
Which of the following INCORRECTLY describes filtering capabilities? 

A. Filtering allows you to filter out all occurrences of an item type, such as all buttons or fields. 

B. Filtering allows you to filter out all occurrences of aspecific property, such as all background colors or active settings. 

C. Filtering allows you to filter out groups of items or datagroups. 

D. Filtering is the easiest way to reduce the submitted form size. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

John has built a form that has alternating portrait and landscape pages and has specified the options. Which of the
following statements best represents what will happen when he prints the form? 

A. Each page is printed in order and its specified orientation. 

B. Each page is printed in order, but the orientation is not as specified. 

C. The form will not print. 

D. Two print jobs are automatically generated; one to print all the portrait pages and a second to print all the landscape
pages. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following reasons for compressing an IBM Form is VALID? 

A. Compressing the form means that the contents of the form are encrypted and secure. 

B. Compressing the form means that the entireform and data model be stored as a single file. 

C. Compressing the form means you can post the form to a database or servlet. 

D. Compressing the form means that you eliminate the white space found in the XFDL file. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

When calling one of the functions contained within the Viewer IFX, all of the following statementsare true EXCEPT
which one? 
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A. You must add the \\'viewer\\' prefix to the function call. 

B. Viewer functions only work when using the Viewer. 

C. There is a function within the Viewer IFX to display a message box. 

D. Viewer functions can be called from XFormsactions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The following are properties you may be required to set to create a localized form, EXCEPT which one? 

A. Set the locale 

B. Set the currency 

C. Select a font 

D. Set the appropriatepage size 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

All of the following are valid operations with in the Designer Preferences panel EXCEPT which one? 

A. Set the URL for the Webform Server used to render forms. 

B. Add compute templates for XFDL and XForms that will appear in the compute wizard. 

C. Define the location where user-defined FormParts will be stored. 

D. Specifyyour own third-party source editor. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

What does the following statement represent? 
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A. This button allowsusers to enclose files into one of three datagroups or folders: Images_Asia, Images_Eur,
Images_SAmer. 

B. This button allows users to enclose files as one of the three file names: Images_Asia, Images_Eur, Images_SAmer. 

C. This button allows users to enclose files with the name of either Images_Asia, Images_Eur, or Images_SAmer. 

D. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A form developer has enclosed an XML schema containing some choices (described in XML schema as an
enumeration) for certain nodes in the XML document. Are these choices available to the form developer? 

A. No, they must be added manually. 

B. No, they are auto-generated at run time. 

C. Yes, but they must be generated using athird party tool, then enclosed as an instance into the form. 

D. Yes, the choices are created automatically and placed into a separate instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

When creating a field that can change its height based on the amount of data it contains,which of the following should
occur? 

A. The field should also be able to change width dynamically. 

B. Items that appear below the field on the page should come after it in the build order. 
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C. Items that appear below the field should be relativelypositioned so that they move up or down as the field changes
size. 

D. Items that appear below the field on the page should come after it in the build order, and should be relatively
positioned so that they move up or down as the field changes size. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What purpose does a FormPart serve? 

A. FormParts allow a user to create sections within a form. 

B. FormParts allow a user to reference only part of a forms item\\'s properties. 

C. A FormPartis an object library allowing you to create an object once, then reuse it in many forms. As well, using a
FormPart allows for updating of common components by propagating the changes to all forms that reference that
FormPart. 

D. A FormPart is an object library allowing you to create an object once, then reuse it in the current form only. As well,
using a FormPart allows for updating of common components by propagating the changes to all pages that reference
that form part. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the difference between an xforms:model and an xforms:instance in an XFDL form? 

A. An xforms:model is required in an XFDL form; but an xforms:instanceisn\\'t. 

B. An xforms:instance is required in an XFDL form; but an xforms:model isn\\'t. 

C. An xforms:model contains the instance data, binds, and submission information for the form. 

D. An xforms:instance contains the instance data, binds, and submission information for the form. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following objects are NOT supported for mapping when using the IBMForms - P8 Integrator? 

A. Signature only 

B. Image and Signature only 

C. Array and Image only 

D. Signature, Image, and Array 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Consider the code sample below: Bob Smith Which of the following statements about this code fragment is TRUE? 

A. These xforms:setvalue actions will fire in the order listed when the button is pressed. 

B. The order in which these xforms:setvalue actions will fire when the button is pressed can not be guaranteed. 

C. The above syntax is incorrect, as every action needs a specifically declared event. 

D. The action is missing a "ref" attribute, and will therefore throw an error. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Complete the following statement. The artifact created in the IBM Forms Designer is: 

A. A dynamic PDF document. 

B. An XML document that conforms to the XFDL schema. 

C. An XML document withembedded Javascript if HTML extensions were used. 

D. An XML document or an HTML document depending on the rendering mode that was defined. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which statement below best describes XFDL functions? 

A. XFDL functions provide a way to perform complexcalculations. 

B. XFDL functions can be extended via User-Defined functions. 

C. XFDL functions provide out-of-the-box functionality via two packages: viewer and system. 

D. All of the above 

Correct Answer: D 
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